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Introducing the Whiskey Highball
dining chair, a bold and unique
addition to your dining space!
Inspired by the classic cocktail, this
chair exudes sophistication and style.
H: 26" x W: 25" x D: 20"

The Negroni dining chair sits on top
of a brushed brass frame, providing a
strong and sturdy foundation for
comfortable seating. The chair ’s
curved backrest is also upholstered
in the same fabric.
H: 28" x W: 24" x D: 20"

Upholstered in textured chenille
fabric, the Cuba Libre dining chair is
shown in Hpnotiq. The chair sits on
top of a sleek and modern brushed
brass frame with matte black tips,
H: 32" x W: 24" x D: 22"

The Manhattan occasional chair
serves as a statement piece,
upholstered in fuzzy Boucle Fabric,
with a sleek charcoal color & black
matte frame, that’s sure to spark
conversation and set a mood. 
H: 28" x W: 20" x D: 23"

Enter the Hurricane occasional chair:
The mocha color upholstery makes it
perfect for any space, and the
brushed brass frame with partially
upholstered arm rests adds a touch
of sophistication.
H: 29" x W: 30" x D: 36"

Rick’s Cafe dining table is a sight! It
is crafted with a circle table top
finished in matte white lacquer and
supported by a 3 Column base,
finished in matte white lacquer and
brushed brass tips.
H: 30" x W: 60" x

Introducing the Kir Royale 3 Sofa, a
tantalizing blend of style and comfort.
Inspired by the classic cocktail, this
sofa boasts a sumptuous velvet
upholstery in a delectable wine
shade.
H: 30" x W: 92" x D: 41"

Named after the renowned cocktail,
the Raki sofa embraces opulence
with its curaçao velvet upholstery. Its
gracefully curved frame opens up
seating on both ends, inviting you to
relax and socialize.
H: 29" x W: 93" x D: 35"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Welcome to the world of Tom Collins Home! 

Designed in sunny Southern California and just like the perfect cocktail, we've concocted a delightful collection of affordable furnishings using a
blend of high-quality materials and expert craftsmanship, ensuring that each piece is a true masterpiece. We understand that in today's fast-
paced world, you don't want to wait for your dream furniture and that is why we are shaking things up to deliver our creations at a quicker pace,
without compromising on quality. All items will be available in a variety of top quality , durable fabrics and finishes , so there is something to suit
everyone's palette. Quick delivery ensures you can be ready for that next cocktail party or fancy dinner you host without the stress of waiting for
custom made pieces. 
Feel the comfort of sinking into our plush furniture, the sturdy construction ensures that your furniture will be your trusted companion for years
to come and just like a classic cocktail, it never goes out of style.

Add a dash of playfulness and a splash of creativity, Tom Collins Home aims to redefine the way you experience furniture shopping. Our designs
are not just pieces of furniture; they're delightful conversation starters, adding a touch of zest into all your spaces.

Step into the world of Tom Collins Home and shake up your interior design with playful sophistication!
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